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Essence De Papeterie Material Safety Data Sheet reviewed on 22 November 2004

















Annex B

Cargo Handling Procedures (QCH) Section 2.16 - cargo plan / pre-arrival conference





2.16  CARGO PLAN / PRE-ARRIVAL CONFERENCE 
  

The Chief Officer is responsible to conduct a Pre-Arrival conference prior to arrival in a         
load or discharge port. All Deck Officers and crew members involved in the cargo 
operation must attend.  
If any bunkering and/or loading or handling of stores involving other departments is 
planned in the cargo area simultaneously with the cargo operation, then representative(s) 
from those departments should also attend the conference. 

 
All known defects to the cargo equipment must be noted and proper procedures to be                                    
made to ensure that unsafe operations can not occur due to the defect. If needed, the Risk 
Assessment shall be updated.   

 
The Chief Officer is responsible for: 

 Advising Officers and crew about terminal requirements and berth restrictions. 
 Preparing a written plan for the cargo operation on a berth to berth basis when more than 

one berth is called at during a port stay. 
 Identifying all hazards associated with each cargo to be handled, and Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE) required for these cargoes. 
 Making sure that all relevant information is reviewed, recorded and distributed.  

 
The plan must include the following:                 

         
   * Cargo stowage plan & Ballast plan 
   * Cargo Loading / Discharge orders 

* Effectively controlling multiple operations 
* Manifold arrangements plans 
* Max transfer rate / pressure 
* Topping rate 
* Stop ullage 

   * Tank inspections 
   * Inert operations 
   * Tank venting and vapour return requirements 
   * Particular hazards of each cargo and distributions of MSDS 

* Specific PPE to be worn for each cargo 
* Safety precautions related to equipment and hoses to be used 

   * Specific operations during which PPE shall be worn 
    * Any planned tank cleaning and / or gas freeing operations 
   * Heating requirements 
                              * Inhibitor requirements 
                              * Other relevant cargo issues 
   * Other activities when alongside 
 

The Duty Officers are responsible for: 
 Signing and understanding the cargo plan. 
 Safe implementation of the cargo plan. 



 Ensuring that all involved officers and crew are using proper PPE and other safety 
precautions required during their watches. 

 Using required PPE. 
 Report all failures to follow procedures or to wear proper PPE. 

 
All Shipboard Personnel are responsible for: 

 Ensuring own safety by being knowledgeable about cargoes being handled and 
associated hazards. 

 Using required PPE. 
 Report all failures to follow procedures or to wear proper PPE. 

 
 

RECORDING 
 

The Chief Officer shall make an entry in the Deck Logbook when this conference is held. 
All cargo plans, orders and other related documents retained as part of the vessel’s cargo 
files. 

CHANGES IN THE CARGO PLANS AND / OR ORDERS 
 

It is the Chief Officers responsibility to maintain the cargo plans as up to date as possible 
and to distribute changes to the Duty Officers involved. The Duty Officer is 
responsibility to verify changes made prior to assuming their watches. 

 
2.16.1 CHIEF OFFICER STANDING ORDERS 
 

The Chief Officer should make his/her own standing orders for the cargo operation. The 
topics of the standing orders are each individual Chief Officers choice as long it will not 
conflict with company or international procedures/regulations. Both Chief Officer and 
Duty Officers shall sign the standing orders. 

 
 



Annex C

Georgia-Pacific GP-S08 crude sulphate turpentine Material Safety Data Sheet -  
dated 13 February 2003





















Annex D

Turpentine Chemdata sheet - 000372F1-0001B939













Annex E

PD Teesport Harbourmaster’s approval for Ship to Ship transfer dated 30 April 2009









Annex F

Sylfat and turpentine cargo discharge programme dated 5 May 2009









Annex G

Completed cargo checklists 1,6,7 and 8 dated 5 May 2009













Annex H

Intertek OCA’s “Ship Tanks After Discharge Report” - Report Number 6269 dated 6 May 2009





Annex I

Page 98 of the Chapter 17 table of the IBC Code relating to turpentine





Annex J

MARPOL 73/78 Annex II, Regulation 6 - Categorization and Listing of Noxious Liquid Substances



Regulation 6 - Categorization and Listing of Noxious Liquid 
Substances and other Substances 

1 For the purpose of the regulations of this Annex, noxious liquid substances shall 
be divided into four categories as follows: 

  .1 Category X: Noxious liquid substances which, if discharged into the sea from tank 
cleaning or deballasting operations, are deemed to present a major hazard to either 
marine resources or human health and, therefore, justify the prohibition of the 
discharge into the marine environment; 

  .2 Category Y: Noxious liquid substances which, if discharged into the sea from tank 
cleaning or deballasting operations, are deemed to present a hazard to either marine 
resources or human health or cause harm to amenities or other legitimate uses of the 
sea and therefore justify a limitation on the quality and quantity of the discharge into 
the marine environment; 

  .3 Category Z: Noxious liquid substances which, if discharged into the sea from tank 
cleaning or deballasting operations, are deemed to present a minor hazard to either 
marine resources or human health and therefore justify less stringent restrictions on the 
quality and quantity of the discharge into the marine environment; 

  .4 Other substances: Substances indicated as OS (Other substances) in the pollution 
category column of chapter 18 of the International Bulk Chemical Code which have 
been evaluated and found to fall outside category X, Y or Z as defined in regulation 
6.1 of this Annex because they are, at present, considered to present no harm to marine 
resources, human health, amenities or other legitimate uses of the sea when discharged 
into the sea from tank cleaning or deballasting operations. The discharge of bilge or 
ballast water or other residues or mixtures containing only substances referred to as 
‘‘Other Substances’’ shall not be subject to any requirements of the Annex. 

 

 

 

http://www.regs4ships.com/docs/international/imo/marpol/ann_02/006.cfm
http://www.regs4ships.com/docs/international/imo/marpol/ann_02/app_01.cfm


Annex K

Tank washing risk assessment form - undated









Annex L

Jo EIk’s cargo checklists

























Annex M

Vopak Terminal Teesside Ltd’s Emergency Procedures contained in the Cargo Information Book 





Annex N

Records of Vopak’s hourly safety check record sheets for Jo Eik and Puccini
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Annex O

Vopak Terminal Teesside Ltd’s Ship to Ship transfer instructions









Annex P

Vopak Terminal Teesside Ltd’s On-site Emergency Plan (v2009/01) - Toxic Release





Annex Q

Drill matrix for 2008





Annex R

Drill matrix for 2009





Annex S

CERAM Research Ltd’s Organic Analysis Report - 
093667/Supplement dated 29 July 2009
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MAIB Safety Bulletin 2/2008 dated July 2008





MAIB SAFETY BULLETIN 2/2008

Fatalities in enclosed spaces



MAIB SAFETY BULLETIN 2/2008

This document, containing urgent safety recommendations, has been produced for marine 
safety purposes only, on the basis of information available to date.

The Merchant Shipping (Accident Reporting and Investigation) Regulations 2005 provide 
for the Chief Inspector of Marine Accidents to make recommendations at any time during 
the course of an investigation if, in his opinion, it is necessary or desirable to do so.

This Safety Bulletin is issued to raise awareness of the unnecessary and avoidable 
loss of life of seafarers working in enclosed spaces and, through industry bodies and 
organisations, seeks to establish control measures that can be utilised to prevent such 
accidents in the future.

Stephen Meyer
Chief Inspector of Marine Accidents

This bulletin is also available on our website: http://www.maib.gov.uk
Press Enquiries: 020 7944 6433/3387; out of hours: 020 7944 4292

Public Enquiries: 020 7944 3000



BACKGROUND
Since September 2007 the MAIB has started three investigations into accidents in which a total of 
six seafarers have died in enclosed/confined spaces:

• On 23 September 2007, three experienced seamen died inside the chain locker on board the 
emergency response and rescue vessel Viking Islay. The first two were overcome while tying 
off an anchor chain to prevent it from rattling in the spurling pipe. The third to die was the first 
rescuer who entered the chain locker wearing an Emergency Escape Breathing Device (EEBD). 
He was soon constrained by the device and removed its hood. All three men died as a result of 
the lack of oxygen inside the chain locker caused by the on-going corrosion of its steel structure 
and anchor chain. 

• On 18 January 2008, two seamen collapsed in a store on board the general cargo ship Sava 
Lake. The chief officer entered the store to try and rescue the men but was soon forced to 
leave when he became short of breath and his vision narrowed. The two seamen had been 
asphyxiated. The store was adjacent to the vessel’s forward cargo hold containing ‘steel 
turnings’. To allow for the drainage of sea water and the removal of cargo residue, the bellows 
pieces on the cargo vent trunk either side of the cargo ventilation fan motor, located in the store, 
had been cut. This allowed a path for the air from the self-heating cargo, to enter the store. 
When tested, the air in the cargo hold contained only 6% oxygen. 

• On 11 June 2008, an experienced seaman died on board the passenger cruise ship Saga Rose 
after he entered an almost empty ballast tank. The tank’s manhole cover, which was inside a 
small cofferdam accessed from within the engine room, had been removed and the seaman 
had been instructed to confirm the tank’s contents. As it was not intended for the seaman to 
enter the tank, no permit to work was issued. When the seaman was found to be missing, an 
experienced motorman was sent into the cofferdam to check on his wellbeing. He found the 
seaman lying at the bottom of the empty tank and raised the alarm. The motorman then entered 
the tank but collapsed when trying to recover the seaman.  After the ship’s emergency response 
team provided air to the stricken crew via in-line breathing apparatus, the motorman recovered 
and was able to leave the tank.  However, the seaman never regained consciousness. He 
had been asphyxiated in the oxygen depleted atmosphere of the tank, which had not been 
inspected for several years and was heavily corroded. It is not certain why the seaman entered 
the tank but it is likely it was to determine whether a small amount of water in the tank bottom 
was salt or fresh water.

The MAIB report of its investigation of the fatalities on board Viking Islay was published on 9 
July 2008. The MAIB will publish reports on the fatalities on board Saga Rose and Sava Lake on 
completion of its investigations.

Co-incident with the MAIB investigations, the Marine Accident Investigators International Forum 
(MAIIF) identified the large number of fatalities in the shipping industry worldwide which were 
related to work in confined or enclosed spaces and considered that the occurrence of such 
accidents was increasing. Accordingly, in October 2007, MAIIF tasked its representative from 
Vanuatu to research the incidence of this type of accident with a view to the submission of a paper 
to the International Maritime Organization (IMO). To date, responses from 18 administrations 
identify 120 fatalities and 123 injuries resulting from entry into confined spaces since 1991. These 
statistics do not include the fatalities from Sava Lake or Saga Rose.



SAFETY LESSONS
There can be few aspects of personal safety on board ships that have received more attention than 
the importance of following the correct procedures before entering a dangerous enclosed/confined 
space. Tragically, it is clear that the measures which have been put into place have failed to prevent 
the death of many seafarers. Indeed, the data collected on behalf of MAIIF indicates that accidents 
in enclosed/confined spaces continues to be one of the most common causes of work-related 
fatalities on board ships today. This is due to:

• Complacency leading to lapses in procedure;

• Lack of knowledge;

• Potentially dangerous spaces not being identified; and,

• Would-be rescuers acting on instinct and emotion rather than knowledge and training.

It is essential that the IMO recognises the unacceptably large fatality rate in this area and takes the 
lead in identifying initiatives to improve this very poor safety record. It is also vital that all shipping 
industry bodies raise the awareness of the continuing and increasing number of deaths in enclosed 
spaces to show that no-one is immune to the physical effects of the lack of oxygen or harmful 
gases. While the holding of breath might seem a logical step to a person entering a tank ‘for a few 
seconds’ or to a would-be rescuer, it is all too frequently the last life sustaining breath he or she ever 
takes. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
Ship owners and managers, and industry bodies and organisations are recommended to:

2008/145
• Identify and implement measures aimed at improving the identification of all dangerous and 

potentially dangerous spaces and increasing compliance with the safe working practices required 
when working in such compartments.

• Individually and collectively raise the awareness of the continuing high incidence of fatalities of 
seafarers working in enclosed spaces.

The Maritime and Coastguard Agency is recommended to:

2008/146
Co-sponsor with the Maritime Administration of Vanuatu and other concerned administrations a 
submission to the IMO aimed at raising the awareness of the number of fatalities on ships which have 
occurred in enclosed spaces, and highlighting the need for measures to be identified which will reduce 
this unnecessary loss of life, such as the identification and marking of all potentially dangerous spaces.

Issued July 2008



Annex U

MAIB Safety Flyer resulting from the Jo Eik investigation





FLYER TO THE SHIPPING, TANK STORAGE AND CARGO 
INSPECTION INDUSTRIES

Jo Eik
Release of cargo vapours resulting in two casualties

On 6 May 2009 the Norwegian registered chemical tanker Jo Eik completed a ship to ship 
transfer (StS) of a cargo of Crude Sulphate Turpentine (CST) at the Vopak Terminal Teesside.  
During the final stripping following the mandatory MARPOL pre-wash, a deck rating became 
unconscious following exposure to CST vapours.  The chief officer, who attempted a rescue, 
was also overcome and another deck rating suffered the effects of vapour inhalation but 
managed to escape unaided.  Both casualties were rescued and made a full recovery.

Before loading the unfamiliar CST cargo at Savannah, USA, the chief officer conducted a pre-
arrival conference, but he did not have the cargo Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) at the 
time and so the safety briefing did not properly cover the cargo hazards, which unbeknown to 
him contained hydrogen sulphide (H2S), organo-sulphides and mercaptans.  A cargo specific 
MSDS was later handed to him by the shipper.  In the meantime the ship manager obtained 
an MSDS which was not cargo specific and which did not mention H2S.  This MSDS was 
passed to the agent, the receiving StS ship and the terminal staff.  It was not passed to the 
cargo surveyor who obtained a generic MSDS from the internet. As a result he equipped 
himself with the incorrect respirator filter to protect against H2S vapours.

A Teesside pre-arrival conference was not held and the crew were not advised to take any 
particular precautions.  It is of note that the Safety Management System was explicit in its 
direction to use breathing apparatus (BA) where there was a risk of cargo vapour inhalation.

The ship’s cargo Procedures and Arrangements Manual specified that the fixed washing 
systems should be the normal method of tank cleaning.  However, only 7 out of 65 were 
functional, so it had become normal practice to use the portable washers which were passed 
through open Butterworth hatches.  As the tank atmosphere was agitated, dense cargo 
vapours were driven through the open hatch and accumulated in the enclosed area around it.

Although part of the weather deck, the area around the hatch fell into the International 
Maritime Organization’s definition of an enclosed space.  However, this was not identified by 
the crew, so there were no warning signs.  Despite the strong pungent smell of the released 
vapours, the hazards were not recognised.  The casualties exhibited the classic signs of  
H2S / mercaptan inhalation.



Safety Lessons
This is the fourth MAIB investigation since September 2007 which has related to oxygen 
depleted or contaminated atmospheres.  The previous three accidents resulted in the deaths 
of six seafarers.  In all cases the following issues have been identified:

•	 Complacency leading to lapses in procedure – on Jo Eik there were inadequate 
safety briefings, non use of breathing apparatus, acceptance of chemical smells and 
fixed washing system defects.  These points were adequately covered in the SMS:  
for their own safety, officers and crew must take ownership of, and properly implement 
the SMS instructions.       

•	 Potentially dangerous spaces not being identified – on Jo Eik the area around the 
Butterworth hatch was effectively in an enclosed space. The surrounding construction 
impeded air flows from dissipating cargo vapours.  There are many such areas on 
ships.  They should be identified and risk assessments conducted to determine the 
appropriate risk control measures.   

•	 Would-be rescuers acting on instinct and emotion rather than knowledge 
and training – on Jo Eik the initial rescue was attempted without BA and without 
testing the atmosphere.    Realistic drills should be regularly carried out and critically 
assessed so that equipment and manpower resources are used to best effect.  In this 
case the chief officer was nominated to lead the rescue; he would have been more 
effective in an  “on-scene commander’s” role.      

Additionally in this case:
•	 Use of different MSDSs – there were two different MSDSs in use.  The one obtained 

by the vessel’s managers did not specify all the cargo’s components and so decisions 
made about safety measures that might be required were based on inaccurate 
information.  Ship managers should take action to ensure that the cargo specific 
MSDS is promulgated to receivers (whether they be terminals or transshipment 
vessels/barges) either directly or via the ship operator or agent.

This flyer and the MAIB’s investigation report are posted on its website: 
www.maib.gov.uk

Alternatively, a copy of the flyer and / or report will be sent on request, free of charge.

Marine Accident Investigation Branch
Mountbatten House
Grosvenor Square
Southampton,
SO15 2JU.
Telephone 023 8039 5500
Email: maib@dft.gsi.gov.uk November  2009

Open inboard hatch

file://192.168.1.87/teratec1/PUBS/Flyers/Viking%20Islay/www.maib.gov.uk
file://192.168.1.87/teratec1/PUBS/Flyers/Viking%20Islay/maib@dft.gsi.gov.uk


Annex V

Vopak Terminal Teesside Ltd’s instruction for investigating CEAS alerts - 
reference M/C dated 28 July 2009



 
 
 
 
 

Vopak Terminal Teesside Limited 
Seal Sands 
Middlesbrough 
TS2 1UA 
 
Telephone 01642 546767 
Fax 01642 543600 
Company Registration No 829104  England 
 

  

our reference tel. direct fax direct date 

M/C 01642543691 01642 543600/601 28.07.2009 
 
 
 
 
During the ship to ship transfer of crude turpentine between the Puccini and the Jo 
Eik and the subsequent marpol washing of the Jo Eik’s tanks on Vopak jetty 2 ,a 
number of reports were received on the terminal of a strong odour. The initial 
response to these reports was to assume that the source of this odour was off site 
and the CEAS system was used by the control room on several occasions to ask 
Vopak neighbours if they had any information with regard to possible discharge of 
product or vapours on their or any other site that could account for this. 
 
Further investigation and subsequent events showed that the source was as a 
result of the activities on Vopak jetty 2. 
 
Can all staff please note that in the event of receiving reports of odour being 
detected on the terminal that the first course of action is to confirm what activities 
are taking place on Vopak’s site. Once this has been determined and it is 
confirmed that terminal activities are not the cause of any problems relating to any 
such report, then action should be taken to try and identify where the source is 
located including the use of CEAS. 
 
This action should take in to consideration any off site alarms/CEAS messages 
that may give indication of events such as toxic release that may help identify that 
the source of odour as being off site. 
 
Regards.  

safety supervisor 
 
 

A Royal Vopak company             Registered Office: Oliver Road, West Thurrock, Grays, Essex, RM20 3EY. 



Annex W

Jo Tanker’s new instruction - QCH - 1.6 New Cargoes for the Company,  
Vessel, Master or Chief Officer



QCH - 1.6       New Cargoes for the Company, Vessel, Master or Chief Officer 
 
All cargoes that a vessel is certified to carry are listed in the Certificate of Fitness.  
When a vessel is nominated to carry a product which the Company, Vessel, Master or 
Chief Officer has not previously transported, then it is the responsibility of the 
Operator, Master and Chief Officer to ensure they are updated with the relevant 
information on the product. Such information is normally available on the MSDS, but 
there are also other sources of information. 
All hazards and safety information must be fully understood by the relevant crew 
onboard prior to loading the product, according to our procedures this must be 
discussed during the pre-arrival conference 
 



Annex X

Jo Tanker’s Lessons to Learn Number: 7/2009 - 
Unconscious Crew Members due to Inhalation of Cargo Vapours



 

Jo Tankers QSE Department  

 
09  UnconsciNUMBER: 7/20 ous Crew Members due to Inhalation of 

Cargo Vapours. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF EVENT 
 

ing after the pre-
rs.  

 rescue operation was immediately initiated onboard. During the rescue operation a Deck Officer 
ed to a safe area. The Deck 

hile the situation of the 
ansported by Helicopter. 

     
The Deck Officer was released from hospital the same evening and returned to the vessel. 
The deck ratings condition was more serious due to longer exposure and he remained under 

n in hospital longer. He was released from hospital some days later. 

n

One of our vessels had completed discharging Turpentine. During the final stripp
wash a deck rating became unconscious due to being exposed to Turpentine vapou
 
A
also became unconscious due to the vapours. Both victims were transport
Officer quickly regained consciousness and sent to hospital by ambulance w
deck rating was considered more serious and he was therefore tr

observatio
 
 
 
 
Investigatio  

may be harmful or 
atory tract irritation, sensitization and central nervous system depression. 

The cargo may also release sulfur compounds (dimethyl disulfide, dimethyl sulfide, hydrogen sulfide 

ndling of 
es, Safety Helmets, Safety Goggles, 

Gloves and Coverall where used. 
 
P10 deck layout;

 
The MSDS received from the loading port stated that inhalation of vapors or mist 
fatal, and may cause respir

and mercaptan). According to the MSDS the cargo is categorized as Cat 2 product – slight hazard 
(NFPA ratings). 
 
There was no direct instruction to the deck crew to use additional PPE for the ha
Turpentine. Therefore, “Basic Personal Protection” – Safety Sho

 
The accommodation bulkhead is located aft of the tank. The pump room bulkheads are on the 
starboard side and in front of the cargo pump; this may prevent a free air flow. The only access point 
from main deck is from port side, but due to the piping layout it can restrict access and possibly the 
ventilation. The main access is by a vertical ladder from the upper deck directly down to the inner 
BW hatch and cargo pump. The wind condition was light air fr de aft. 
 

om port si



 
 
 
Since many of the fixed cleaning machines were considered unreliable it was decided to use portable 
tank cleaning machines. Due to this the BW hatches had to be open during tank washing.  

g from the pump 
visually checked to be 

trong cargo smell but did not considered suspending 
ng apparatus. The vessel is also equipped with a 

hing air anywhere on the main deck, this is simpler and more 

ed the 2nd watchman to 

aratus. The Deck Officer 
e tank. The 

 in that air was 
amount of gases to escape from the 

open tank hatch. The Deck Officer closed the air valve. 
 
At 12: 18 hrs the Deck Officer was also reported unconscious. 
 
Breathing apparatus were put on the Watchman and the Deck Officer by the rescue team. 
 
At 12:21 hrs the Deck Officer was lifted from the main deck to the upper deck by use of a line from 
the safety hardness located above the pump room. At 12:22 the Watchman was lifted from main 
deck to upper deck. Both were reported unconscious with pulse and breathing. 
 
 

 
During stripping of the pre-wash water the watchman was controlling the strippin
head by use of pressurized air. The stripping was stopped when the tank was 
empty. 
 
A Deck Officer and Rating did notice a s
operations or to use additional PPE such as breathi
BA Trolley which can give breat
comfortably to use than a normal BA set. 
 
After one of the watchmen had secured the outer cleaning machine he observ
be unconscious sitting next to the open BW hatch.  
 
At 12:16 hrs the Master raised the alarm. 
 
The Deck Officer stopped the pump and proceeded down to the main deck to try to move the 
watchman away from the open tank hatch without wearing breathing app
was not able to close the hatch due to the cleaning machine hose was still inside th
pressurized air used for stripping was left open by the watchman. This resulted
continuously blowing into the tank which was causing a higher 



ROOT CAUSES & INDIRECT CAUSES 

Root cause
 

 

 cleaning operation. 
and 

ning meeting was held, not all crew members were present and the specific cargo 
. However the MSDS 

man was observed to be unconscious the Deck Officer did not immediately consider 
the use of breathing apparatus because the watchman was on the main deck, this resulted in him also 

coming a victim. 

 
 Several fixed tank cleaning machines were not fully operational.  
 Onboard there are 11 Portable tank cleaning machines; these were used for the
 The toxic nature of this particular turpentine was not fully appreciated. Although a pre-arrival 

pre-tank clea
properties according to the MSDS was not fully discussed during these meetings
was clearly posted. 

 After the watch

be
 
 
Indirect cause 
 

 The inner BW hatch of P10 is representing an area where extra safety measures must be taken when 
e deck layout with 

s should have been used during pre-washing and 
stripping. At the time of the incident the weather was very calm with no noticeable wind. 

 Safety Awareness; when the cargo smell was noticed prior to the incident action should have been 

 

there is a danger of cargo vapors. Due to the open tank hatch and because of th
limited wind flow at P10, breathing apparatu

 

taken to stop the cargo operation or wear additional PPE. 

 
LESSON TO LEARN 
 

 measures must 

en handling products 
which contain H2S. New procedure 

en involved in cargo/cleaning/gas freeing operation 
k hatches or open cargo 

 
hen cleaning.  

ome into contact 

hen dealing with emergency 
involving a toxic product. (QEM)  
 
QSA 5.4 (c):  Careful attention is to be given to wind condition and direction. Cargo operation must 
be suspended if still air or adverse wind condition make the presence of vapors on deck possible. 
 
QCH 2.27:  Cleaning or gas freeing of cargo tanks are frequent operations carried out on chemical 
tankers. During such operations there may be rele ase and build up of hazardous vapors. Access to 
the deck area  should be restricted when  such op erations are carri ed out and the personnel involve d 
in such operations should wear the proper personal protective equipment as required. 

 

 Through Risk Assessment, define and clearly mark areas on deck where extra safety
be taken due to possible gas build up. New procedure 
 

 Deck crew involved in cargo operation must wear Personal Gas Detectors wh

 
 D eck crew must wear Personal Gas Detectors wh

when they are likely to come in contact with any cargo vapours from open tan
lines. New procedure 

 Defect cleaning machines must be repaired asap, and should preferable be used w
 

 QSA 5.4 (e)  Breathing apparatus is to be worn by all personnel who are likely to c
with toxic vapors. 
 
QSA 5.4 (f): The Emergency Party is to wear Breathing Apparatus w



Annex Y

Jo Tanker’s new instruction QSA 7.3.2 - Procedure for Handling Cargo Containing H2S





          No       :  QSA   7.3.2  
          Page     :   1     of       2 
          Date     : JUN  19  09 
   SAFETY PROCEDURES    Prep. by :  
          Appr. by IH 
 

Rev 23 

 

7.3.2 P ROCEDURE FOR HANDLING OF CARGO CONTAINING H2S 

It  is the responsibility of the Master and Chief Officer to determine if a cargo contains H2S 
and to inform the relevant persons on board prior to cargo operations. (Consult MSDS for 
cargo carried). All safety precautions must be taken to safely handle any cargo that contains 
H2S.  

The acceptable level of H2S has to be less than 5 ppm to ensure safety of personnel working 
in such spaces. 

The Chief Officer should make sure that the H2S detectors are duly calibrated, maintained, 
and that there are adequate tubes or sensors onboard. The deck must be monitored for the 
presence of H2S when it can be expected. Special attention should be given during loading, 
tank cleaning or gas freeing.  

All Officers and crew must understand the use and importance of H2S detectors whenever 
working in areas where exposure to H2S gas is likely.  

The Chief Engineer should ensure that the ventilation / air conditioning systems are checked 
prior to loading operation or cleaning/gas freeing cargo tanks containing H2S and consider 
putting air conditioning on re-circulation to maintain a positive pressure inside the 
accommodation, and monitoring the area. 

A Risk Assessment shall be performed prior to occasions when staff may be exposed to H2S. 

“Breathing apparatus” for cargo operation and “emergency escape sets” (e.g. in CCR) shall 
be located where they can be easily accessed for emergency escape or for rescue operations. 

During loading, tank cleaning and gas freeing when there is little or no wind, gasses coming 
from tank openings or vents can tend to form a cloud over the deck. It may be necessary to 
control the number of openings in order to ensure that the escaping vented gas has sufficient 
velocity to clear the decks. If necessary, to avoid accumulation of gases including H2S at 
deck level, suspend the operation. 

When in doubt, evacuate the area. 

Personal Protective Equipment 

The only effective respiratory protection in an H2S environment above permissible levels as 
stated is a positive pressure, full face, breathing apparatus. 

Persons with potential exposure to hydrogen sulphide should not wear contact lenses. The 
lenses may absorb the irritants and cause eye damage. 



          No       :  QSA   7.3.2  
          Page     :   2     of       2 
          Date     : JUN  19  09 
   SAFETY PROCEDURES    Prep. by :  
          Appr. by IH 
 

Rev 23 

 

In addition to breathing apparatus, when there is a potential of exposure to a H2S cargo the 
following should be used: coveralls with sleeves, gloves, rubber boots, and head protection. 

 

 

 

  

 



Annex Z

Jo Tanker’s new instruction QSA 5.41 - Lack of Natural Ventilation On Deck



  No : QSA 5.41 
  Page : 1     of  1 
  Date : JUN 19 09 
           SAFETY PROCEDURES Prep. by :  
  Appr.by :     

 

5.41 LACK OF NATURAL VENTILATION ON DECK 

Extra safety precautions must be taken where there is a possibility of gas building up, due to 
deck constructions which may prevent or reduce natural ventilation. Special attention must be 
given to the wind direction and speed. Breathing apparatus is to be worn by all personnel who 
are entering an area on deck where there may be a lack of oxygen or where toxic or corrosive 
gases, vapours, mists or smoke in large concentrations could be present.   

 

Precautions must also be taken during N2 purging. N2 can build up in between deck 
constructions and frames.  This can especially happen if there is a lack of natural ventilation 
when any cargo tank hatch is open.  

 

A Risk Assessment should be preformed onboard to determine all areas on deck where extra 
precautions must be taken due to possible gas build up. All these areas must be clearly marked. 

 

 

 

 

Reference is made to: 

 

QCH - 2.27 TANK CLEANING/GAS-FREEING 
QCH - 2.25 WEATHER PRECAUTIONS 
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7.3.1 PERSONAL OXYGEN AND GAS DETECTION METER AND IT’S USE 

 

 Before entering an enclosed space the O 2 level and explosion level m ust be measured. It 

is imperative that each tim e an instrum ent is used for m easurement of O 2 level and/or 

flammable or toxic vapours, the batteries (if fitted) should be checked and the unit should 

be properly controlled, including zero setting and calibration and alarm. 

 

 Note: The use of personnel gas detection m eters is to be used when entering double 

bottom tanks and other confined areas including cargo tanks to enable continuous 

monitoring of the oxygen content, and the presence of hydrocarbon and toxic vapours.  

 

 When working in a group where use of persona l gas detector is required, at least one of 

the crew members shall wear the personal gas detectors. The crew involved must then be 

working in a close vicinity of each other.  

 

 Entry permits must always be used. 

 
Personal oxygen and gas detection meter is to be used by all ship personnel involved 
in cargo/cleaning/gas freeing operation when they are likely to come in contact with 
any cargo vapours from open tank hatches or open cargo lines. These could be but not 
limited to manifold connection, sampling, tank inspection when stripping and after 
discharging.  
 
During loading, tank cleaning and gas freeing when there is little or no wind, gasses 
coming from tank openings or vents can tend to form a cloud over the deck. Personal 
gas detectors must also be used in these conditions. It may be necessary to control the 
number of openings in order to ensure that the escaping vented gas has sufficient 
velocity to clear the decks. If necessary, to avoid accumulation of gases at deck level, 
suspend the operation. 
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7.3.1.1 NITROGEN HAZARDS 

Personal Oxygen meter should be used in areas which may have a lack of natural 
ventilation during Nitrogen operation. N2 can build up in between deck constructions 
and frames. N2 present a particular hazards since it has no smell and in an atmosphere 
inerted or padded with nitrogen there is no feeling of distress or warning symptoms of 
asphyxiation. Inhalation of nitrogen is fatal when it lowers the available oxygen in air 
to below life-sustaining levels 

 

 

 Maintenance and calibration 

 Reference is m ade to the instruction m anual and the m aintenance procedures as laid 

down in AMOS. 
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